Stationary solutions to the full non-linear topologically massive gravity (TMG) are obtained for localized sources of mass m and spin σ. Our results show that the topological term induces spin and that the total spin J ( which is the spin observed by an asymptotic observer) ranges from 0 to σ + m µ 4π−m 4π−2m depending on the structure of the spin source (here µ is the topological mass). We find that it is inconsistent to consider actual delta function mass and spin sources. In the point-like limit, however, we find no condition constraining m and σ contrary to a previous analysis [2] .
I. Introduction
A few years ago Deser [1] obtained solutions to linearized TMG with point mass m and point spin σ as source. Among other things, he found that the topological term induced a spin m/µ. In our work we consider the full non-linear theory with a highly localized (approaching a point) mass source m and an extended yet localized spin source σ. Like the linear theory, we obtain an induced spin due to the presence of the topological term but it has a range of values ( the value depends on the structure of the spin source σ). For the case where the total spin is at its maximum value, we obtain an induced spin of . For m ≪ 2π this is approximately m/µ which is the value obtained in the linear theory.
Clément [2] has also obtained solutions to the full non-linear theory with point mass m and point spin σ as sources. His results showed that the mass and spin must be constrained by the condition m + µσ = 0. We argue, however, that the use of a point (i.e. delta function) spin source, while valid in the linear theory [1] , is not allowed in the full theory and renders the condition m + µσ = 0 invalid. We begin our work by writing down the well known field equations for TMG with energy-momentum tensor T µν as source.
II. Field Equations
The Einstein field equation including a topological mass term (i.e. TMG) is given by [1, 2] (in units where 8πG = 1)
where R µν is the Ricci tensor , R ≡ R µν g µν is the curvature scalar, and C µν is the 3 dimensional Weyl (Cotton) tensor defined by
Note that the trace of C µν is identically zero. The reason for the negative sign in front of T µν in (1) has been discussed by Deser [1] . We simplify the field equations (1) by choosing a rotationally symmetric, stationary metric. The most general form for such a metric is given by [3] 
with det g µν = n 2 det h ij . We find that, for the present purpose, it suffices to consider the case with n = 1. In two space dimensions any metric is conformally flat so that we can express h ij as
The negative sign in (3) ensures Minkowski signature. This yields the metric (2) in the form
with det h ij = det g µν = e 2φ . Hence the functions ψ(r) and φ(r) completely determine the metric. We are particularly interested in the asymptotic behaviour of ψ(r) since it is proportional to the total spin J (see [4] ).
The scalar twist ρ(r) is defined by [3] ,
where ψ ′ (r) ≡ dψ dr . Then the Ricci tensor and curvature scalar are given by
while the Weyl (Cotton) tensor is given by
All quantities in (6) and (7) are defined with respect to the spatial metric h ij . Indices i, j, k are raised and lowered by h ij ,∇ stands for covariant differentiation with respect to h ij andR is the two dimensional curvature scalar given byR = e −φ ∇ 2 φ where ∇ 2 is the flat laplacian.
We now solve the field equations (1) for each component using (6) , (7) and (8). Without loss of generality we set κ = 1. The (0,0), (0,j) and (i,j) component equations are respectively
(11) Note that the scalar twist ρ appearing in the above equations cannot contain a delta function or else quantities like ρ 2 and ρ 3 in those equations would be ill defined. This implies that ψ(0) appearing in the definition of ρ i.e. (5) must be zero. Therefore ρ reduces to
We approach the problem of localized sources, not by actually specifying T µν but by examining the metric dependent side of the field equations (9-11), and drawing conclusions on the scalar twist ρ and the function φ if T µν were localized. Hence T µν is only defined via the field equations (9-11). It is therefore automatically, covariantly conserved.
III. Solving the Field Equations
In our work we choose an extended yet localized spin source σ by letting the scalar twist ρ(r) be a non-singular, rapidly decreasing function of r. We also choose a highly localized (approaching a point) mass source m. With this prescription for the sources, one discovers, as in the linear theory [1] , that the topological term induces a spin.
We define the spin source σ as the total spin when the topological term is absent (i.e. µ → ∞ ). The total spin J, which is conserved and invariant under general coordinate transformations, is proportional to the asymptotic behaviour of ψ(r) and is given by 2π lim r→∞ ψ(r) (see [4] ). One can obtain ψ(r) from ρ in eq. (12). The total spin is then given by
From the above equation we see that the scalar twist ρ can be interpreted as the total spin density. We shall consider only positive ρ as this describes an elementary spin source. We define the mass source m as the total energy when the spin source σ is zero and the topological term is absent i.e. in the limit when µ → ∞. In this limit, by the definition of σ above, the total spin J is equal to σ. Therefore σ = 0 implies J = 0 which implies ρ = 0 by eq. (13). With µ → ∞ and ρ = 0 the only nonzero term in the T 00 equation (9) is the term −1 2 e −φ ∇ 2 φ and therefore the mass source m is given by
From the above equation one can see that −1 2 e −φ ∇ 2 φ can be interpreted as the mass density ( though sometimes we refer to ∇ 2 φ alone as the mass density). We would like the mass m to be concentrated near r = 0. We let ∇ 2 φ have the following distribution
Clearly one approaches a point source as ǫ → 0. With ∇ 2 φ given above the non-singular solution for φ ′ is
where φ ′ ≡ dφ/dr. As already discussed in [5] , the mass m must be less than 2π or else the spatial distance, given by the metric (4), between a point and the origin diverges as the point approaches the origin.
We now want to find an expression for the total spin J. We first integrate the T j 0 equation (10) and find that
There are three terms to integrate in the above equation which we evaluate for ǫ → 0 i.e. in the point mass limit. The integral of the third term can be readily evaluated using (15) and (16) and gives (m/µ) (1 − m/4π). As we will show in section IV, this result is different from that obtained using naive manipulations with delta function sources. We integrate the other two terms also by parts and obtain
We take ρ(r) to be a rapidly decreasing function of r with the condition that
With the above condition the first term in (18) vanishes so that (17) can be rewritten as
By definition, when µ → ∞ the total spin J should equal the spin source σ. With T j 0 having no dependence on µ it follows from the above equation that the spin source is given by
Clearly, if φ = 0 (i.e. m = 0) equation (21) reduces to the usual definition of spin in the linear theory [1] . The m appearing in the denominator of the spin source σ arises because the spatial metric describes a cone with angular defect m and therefore the angle ranges from 0 to 2π − m instead of 2π (see [5] ). We can now rewrite the total spin J eq. (20) as
Hence the last two terms are the induced spin which we call Σ:
It will prove worthwhile to study the non-topological case before we treat the full theory. When we let µ → ∞ in the field equations (1) the topological term vanishes and we obtain Einstein gravity in 2+1 dimensions ( except for the negative sign in front of T µν ). In this limit, the total spin J is simply the spin source σ and eq. (22) reduces to
We are interested in calculating the total energy E which is obtained by integrating the left side of the T 00 equation (9). By using equations (24) and (14) this yields
Here I is an "effective" moment of inertia and depends on the distribution of the scalar twist ρ(r). I decreases as ρ(r) becomes more concentrated near r = 0. The source must then spin faster to maintain its angular momentum σ and the total energy increases. Hence, one cannot go to the point spin limit or else the energy would diverge. The metric (4) is given by (asymptotically)
This metric describes a conical space with angular defect m and helical time structure and reduces to the metric obtained by Deser et al., [5] for a massless spinning particle or for a massive particle with no spin. The metric above (26) has already been obtained by Clément [6] as a vacuum solution to the Einstein equation.
We now return to the full theory. It can be seen from (22) that the total spin J can have a range of values depending on the scalar twist ρ(r) one chooses. We are interested in finding the minimum and maximum total spin J and the total energy E in each of these cases.
Case I: Maximum Total Spin
Clearly, the total spin (22) reaches its maximum value when
The maximum total spin is then
If ρ(r) satisfies the condition (27) then
A function ρ(r) that satisfies both of the above conditions can readily be constructed. An example is
This is the one case we present where the spin source is no longer localized (as ǫ 1 → 0 ). From (28) we see that the maximum induced spin is
The total energy E is given by
The total energy E is simply the source mass m. The only term which had a non-zero contribution to the above integral is the mass density e −φ ∇ 2 φ. The ρ , ρ 2 and ρ 3 terms contribute zero as ǫ 1 → 0 and the covariant divergencê ∇ 2 ρ being a total divergence contributes zero. Note that there is no contribution to the total energy coming from the spin unlike the non-topological case where the spin source σ contributed an energy proportional to σ 2 i.e. (25). This can be explained by noting that the total spin density ρ(r) has an infinitely large extension as ǫ 1 → 0 so that the "effective" moment of inertia approaches infinity as ǫ 1 → 0 (roughly speaking the source has an angular speed which approaches zero and hence the kinetic energy also approaches zero).
Case II: Minimum Total Spin
From the total spin equation (22), J is minimum when
and J = 0 ( i.e. the induced spin Σ cancels the spin source σ). A function ρ(r) which obeys both (33) and (34) can also be readily constructed. An example is
Although J is zero there is nonetheless a non-zero contribution of the spin to the total energy. The total energy E is given by
The energy evidently will diverge as ǫ 2 → 0, that is in the point spin limit. The potentially diverging terms, i.e. ρ 3 /µ and ρ e −φ ∇ 2 φ/(2µ), however, can be made arbitrarily small for large µ and small but finite ǫ 2 . In this limit, the total energy is given by
Even when the spin source σ is zero there exists an energy besides the mass source m. This energy arises from the induced spin which has a dependence on m. The quantity µσ/2 represents the energy from the spin source σ. Note that although the total spin J is zero the induced spin and the spin source contribute each separately to the energy. In the large µ limit we do not recover the energy equation (25) derived in the non-topological case since here we have constrained the total spin J to be zero ( whereas J is equal to σ in the non-topological case).
It is interesting at this point to write down the metric. The only parameters entering the metric are the functions ψ(r) and φ(r). Asymptotically ψ(r) is zero (i.e. it is proportional to the total spin J which is zero in this case). Asymptotically, the function φ(r) is −(m/π) ln r. The metric (4) is then given by (asymptotically)
The metric above is identical to the metric for non-topological gravity with no spin source σ (see [5] ). This is true because the total spin J is zero in both situations.
IV. The Point Like Limit
We now expand on our comment concerning naive manipulations of delta function sources ( this comment pertained to the calculation of the third term of eq. (17) 
where σ is equivalent to the spin source defined in (21). Then eq. (10) becomes
One might be tempted to match the delta function on the right hand side of (40) with the term e −φ ∇ 2 φ on the left hand side by letting φ(r) be proportional to a ln r function ( since ∇ 2 ln r = 2πδ 2 ( r) ). However, this is not correct. We will show this by calculating a particular moment of eq. (40), that which is of interest to the present paper i.e. the calculation of the third term in eq. (17)( the ρ and ρ 2 appearing in equation (40) cannot match the delta function and for the purposes of our argument will simply be dropped). Indeed
can be evaluated naively taking φ = −(m/π) ln r and letting ∇ 2 φ = −2mδ 2 ( r). This yields
where integration by parts was used. However, we obtain a different result, if we replace ∇ 2 φ with a regularized delta function ( an example is given in eq. to be proportional to ln r ( in short, our calculations show that one cannot equate rφ ′ ∇ 2 φ to 2π δ 2 ( r) if φ = ln r). Hence the condition m + µσ = 0 obtained by Clément [2] for delta function sources does not agree with our work. Our central equation is (22) and therefore any equation relating the mass source m to the spin source σ depends on the scalar twist ρ. For the specific case where ρ = 0 we obtain the condition m 4π−m 4π−2m + µσ = 0 contrary to that obtained by Clément [2] and Ortiz [7] .
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